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Abstract

Logunov A.A. Relativistic Theory of Gravitation and New Notions About Space-

time: IHEP Preprint 86-176. - Serpukhov, 1986. - p. 18, refe. 12.

The principal insurmountable difficulties of the general theory of rela-

tivity, which make one reject GUT are briefly summarised. Relativistic theory

of graviton (RTG) and its principle* are presented. RTG has not these diffi-

culties and explains the whole of the observed and experimental data, besides

it predicts new notions about the evolution of the Universe and gravitational

collapse. RTG is a further development of the ideas put forward by Poincare,

Hinkovski, Einstein and Hilbert. It delivers a blow at dogmatism,and so deeply

penetrating into GRT. Indeed, much time and efforts are needed to make this

dogmatism the property of history.

Анноташм

Логунов А.А. Релятивистская теория гравитации и новые представления о пространстве-
времени: Препринт ИФВЭ 86-176. - Серпухов, 1986. - 18 с , бяблиогр.: 12 назв.

Кратко суммированы основные непреодолимые трудности обшей теории относительности,
которые приводят к отказу от ОТО, и кратко изложена релятивистская теория гравитации
(РТГ) и ее принципы. РТГ не имеет этих трудностей и объясняет всю совокупность гра-
витационных наблюдательных и экспериментальных данных, предсказывая новые представ-
ления о развитии Вселенной и гравитационном коллапсе. РТГ является дальнейшим разви-
тием идей Пуанкаре, Минковского, Эйнштейна и Гильберта. Сна наносит удар по догматиз-
му и начетничеству, так широко внедрившимся в ОТО. Конечно, потребуется еще немало
времени и усилий, чтобы этот догматизм оказался достоянием истории.
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1. GEOMETRY AND PHYSICS

The geometry of environmental space is «ell known to be Eucli-
dean* It was discovered definitely observationally and formula-
ted by Euclide more than two thousand years ago in the form of
postulates and axioms* The postulates and axioms of Euclide under-
lying his geometry are manifest statements accepted without proof*
They are so natural that the uniqueness of geometry seemed almost
convincing* Geometrists spent much effort trying to decrease their
number and make it minimal* Sometimes, when some of the postula-
tes and axioms could be derived from others, it was a success*
Mathematicians exerted much effort in order to get rid of the
fifth postulate which says that through the point not belonging
to the given straight line only one straight line parallel to it
can be drawn* However, they failed though they were tackling this
problem during two thousand years* The beginning of rapid develop-
ment of mechanics as the science studying motion of bodies rela-
tes to the middle of XVII. The mechanics of that time was an ad-
vanced science* Having generalized a great deal of experimental
data Newton formulated his three famous laws of mechanics and the
law of gravity* This allowed to solve a vast eirole of problems on
motion of bodies* The Euclidean geometry, being its constituent
part was embodied in the Newtonian laws* Basically, since then the
study of mechanical phenomena was a verification of not only the
Newtonian laws, but of the Euclidean geometry as well* Though it
was really so. at that time it was not comprehended because nobody
doubted the Euclidean geometry and its being unique as a logical
scheme* And only in XIX Lobachevsky studying the problem of the



fifth postulate in the Euclidean geometry arrived at a conclusi-

on on using a new postulate instead: the point not belonging to

the given straight plane is crossed by at least two straight lines

not crossing the given one. His purpose was to construct a geome-

try on the basis of the new system of postulates and axioms. This

program, after having been realized, led Lobachevsky to discover

the non-Euclidean geometry. Though it was a greatest discovery,

his contemporaries, even eminent scientists among them, not only

failed to understand him but even took a hostile stand. The study

of Lobachevsky became later a starting point for construction of

other geometries. This resulted in the conclusion that there may

be constructed an infinite set of geometries as logical schemes

and only an experimental test can tell which of them is realized

in the environment»

The structure of geometry is specified in modern mathematical

terms completely by the expression of the squared distance bet-

ween two neighbouring infinitely close points. In the Cartesian

coordinates of the Euclidean space, this squared distance has the

form

Here dX,dY,dZ are the differentials of the coordinates.This is none
other than the theorem of Pythagoras should we proceed from the pos-
tulates and axioms of Euclide. But this equality can be used as
the basis for the Euclidean geometry to be defined. If we use in
the Euclidean geometry some other curvilinear coordinates, e.g.,
spherical, cylindrical,etc., rather than Cartesian ones, then the
squared distance between the neighbouring points expressed in these
coordinates would take the form

i k (2)

The quantity o*ik determines the structure of the geometry and is
termed the metric tensor of the Euclidean space.

The Euclidean geometry has the paramount property that there

always can be introduced into the whole space the global Cartesi-

an coordinates in which only diagonal metric coefficients are non-

zero and equal to unity.
Riemann developing the ideas of Lobachevsky and Gauss introdu-

ced a special class of geometries termed Rieraannian ones which



coincide with those of Euclide only in infinitely small* He also

generalized the foundamental notions of space curvature* In the

Riemannian geometry, the squared distance between two neighbou-

ring points is also written as
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the only basic and foundamental distinction from the Euclidean

geometry being the absence of the global Cartesian coordinates in

the whole space in which the metric tensor would be constant every-

where and have a diagonal form* This means that curvature is al-

ways nonzero in the Riemannian space and its value is dependent

on the position of a point in the space. As to the Euclidean space,

the curvature at its each point is equal to zero* Which of the geo-

metries is realized in the nature? An answer to this question can

be obtained only with the help of an experiment, i.e.,by studying

the phenomena of the nature. When dealing with small velocities

in physics, experiment confirmed that the geometry of our space

is Euclidean and such notions as length and time are absolute and

independent of a reference frame.

The study of electromagnetic phenomena and motion of particles

with velocities close to the velocity of light led to a surprising

discoveryt space and time form an indivisible continuum in which

the quantity termed the squared interval plays the role of the

squared distance between two close points (events). In Cartesian

coordinates, this quantity is determined by the equality
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where с is the velocity of light.

The geometry determined by this interval is called pseudo-Euc-

lidean and the four-dimensional space with this geometry is cal-

led the Minkowslci space. The squared interval may be positive,

negative or zero. This separation is of an absolute nature. The

time and coordinates, by sight, enter the interval almost equi-

tably, the only difference being their opposite signs. In this, a

great distinction between such physical notions as length and time

is reflected. The interval size is independent of the reference

frame, while time and length are not absolute notions any longer

being relative and dependent on the choice of a reference system.

Interval (4) has the same form in an infinite set of reference



systems moving with respect to one another with a constant Telo-

city less than that of light. Such systems are inertlal because

the law of inertia holds true for them. Transformations of one

inertial system into another conserving the interval form are

termed Lorentz transformations. Einstein called the theory for-

mulated in the class of inertial reference systems on the basis

of interval (4) the special theory of relativity. Such a narrow

understanding of the special theory of relativity has become wi-

dely popular and crept actually into all the manuals of physics.

Surprising as it might seem, Einstein failed to notice that the

notions underlying the special theory of relativity are defini-

tely valid for accelerated reference systems as well. On* can

easily get convinced in it by going over to an arbitrary reference

system. This is equivalent to a choice of just new coordinates x*

in the pseudo-Euclidean geometry
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This is the most general form of an interval in the pseudo-Euc-

lidean geometry. The Hinkowski space is homogeneous and isotro-

pic, therefore, speaking in terns of mathematics, it pos-

sesses the maximum ten-parameter group of motion. This means

that one can always find new variables x1 being such functions

of old ones, x, that the interval will conserve its form comple-

tely (forminvariance)

All the metric coefficients are in these new variables^1, the same

as previously. Consequently, the forminvariance of the interval

holds true in the Hinkowski space not only for the class of iner-

tial reference systems but also for an arbitrary chosen class of

accelerated ones. Such a property of this space is formulated as

the generalized relativity principle'1' in the following way:

"Whichever physical reference frame we choose, inertial or non-



inertial, one can always point tc an infinite set of such other

systems in which all the physical phenomena, gravitational ones

included, proceed in the same way as in the initial one* Therefore

we do not and cannot have any experimental feasibilities to dis-

cern in which particular reference system out of this infinite

set we are". Consequently, when dealing with accelerated reference

systems we do not leave the frames of the special theory of rela-

tivity. This is the very principle to be assumed later as a basis

of our theory.

2. THE GENERAL RELATIVITY THEORY

Acceleration experienced by a free material point in a noniner-

tial coordinate system is expressed through the first derivatives

of the metric tensor JT*ilc taken with respect to the coordinates

and time. This is the manifestation of universality of the iner-

tia forces causing acceleration independent of the mass of a

body. Gravitational forces possess the same property because, as

verified experimentally the gravitational and inertial masses of

the body are equal. Considering this fact to be a fundamental one

Einstein arrived at a conclusion that the gravitational field,

just as inertia forces, should be described by a metric tensor.

This means that the gravitational field is characterized not by

a scalar potential but by ten functions being the components of

the metric tensor. It was a most important fundamental step for-

ward in understanding gravitational forces which allowed Einstein,

after many-year attempts, to construct the theory of gravity and

suggest the idea that space-time is not pseudo-Euclidean but pseu-

do-Riemannian (below we shall use the term Riemannian for short)

and is determined by the interval

ds2-gik(x)dx
idxk. (5)

Einstein identified the gravitational field with the metric ten-

sor of the Riemannian space. This idea allowed him and Hilbert to

obtain the equations for the gravitational field, i.e., for this

tensor. In this way the General Relativity Theory (GRT) was const-

ructed. Einstein1e predictions on deflection of a light ray in

the field of the Sun and further experimental confirmation of this

effect as well as explanation of the shift of the Mercury perihe-

lion fostered a genuine triumph of hie theory.



CRT, despite its successes, faced difficulties from the

very start. But . an exceptional resoluteness of Einstein he

displaced when advocating it persistently and belief in his autho-

rity did not allow to make a deep insight into its essence. What

were those difficulties? E.Schrodinger'2' showed in 1918 that all

the components characterizing the energy-momentum of the gravita-

tional field could be made zero beyond a spherically symmetric

body by an appropriate choice of a coordinate system»

At first this result seemed strange to Einstein, but later on

having analyzed it, he responded as followŝ -*'• "As to Sehrodin-

ger's reasonings, their cogency consists in the analogy with elect-

rodynamics where the energy strengths and density of any field are

nonzero. Yet, I am unable to find a reason why this should be the

case with gravitational fields as well. These fields could be spe-

cified without introducing energy strengths and density" and

went on: "for an infinitesimal region, the coordinates can always

be chosen in such a way that the gravitational fields will be ab-

sent there1'. As we see, Einstein deliberately departed from the

classical notion of the field as a material substance which can-

not be annihilated even locally by a choice of a reference system*

So, Einstein abandoned the classical notion of the field for

the sake of the local principle of equivalence of inertia and gra-

vitation forces which he himself enunciated to be the fundamental

one though there were and can be no physical grounds for that. It

was this fact which evoked an idea on localization of the gravi-

tational energy in the space being impossible.

Another difficulty, associated with the previous one, related

to formulation of the energy-momentum conservation laws. David Hil-

bert was the first to mention it. In 1917 he wrote'*'. "I contend,

... that for the General Relativity Theory, i.e. in the case of

the general invariance of the Hamiltonian function, there can be

no equations of energy..• corresponding to those in orthogonally

invariant theories . I could even mark it as a specific feature

of the General Relativity Theory". Unfortunately, Hilbert's con*

temporaries did not comprehend this statement of his because

neither Einstein nor other physicists realised that the energy-

momentum and angular momentum conservation laws are absolutely im-

* Field thaorlaa In the MinkoMki ap*c« mrm implied h*r«.



possible in GRT. But Einstein realized the fundamental signifi-
cance of the energy-momentum conservation laws for the matter and
gravitational field taken together and never therefore intended
to discard them. In 1918 he carried out a study within the frames
of GRT in which he wrote'5': "••• the notions of energy and mo-
mentum are established in GRT as clearly as in classical mechanics".
In the same year, P.Kleir/ ' corroborated Einstein*s result*».Trom
then on, everybody expounding this question has been following
Einstein word by word. So, one would think that Einstein's work
has solved the problem completely. This must have reassured him
because he has never recurred to it. However, as seen from a deta-

/7/

iled analysis' , there is a simple but fundamental error in the
reasonings of Einstein and Klein. The kernel of the error lies in
the fact that the quantity Jg», whose components were identified
by Einstein with the energy and momentum are just identically equ-
al to zero. Having failed to notice the error, Einstein became
unable to fathom the essence of GRT while the subsequent actual
canonization of the theory did not allow to analyze it critically
and, as a result, slowed down the creative development of the no-
tions of gravitation. Einstein was not fated to see that with GRT
accepted, this necessitates giving up the fundamental conservation
laws, thus suggesting, as we have shown, a conclusion on the iner-
tial mass of the body (as it is defined in GRT) not being equal
to its gravitational mass. But this means that the theory is un-
able to explain the experimentally verified fact of their being
equal while Einstein considered it to be fundamental and underly-
ing his theory. However, it was a fallacious statement* The ab-
sence of the conservation laws in GRT is, on the whole, explained
by the absence, in the general case, of the motion group of space
in the Riemannian geometry. Though this was definitely and comp-
letely clear to mathematicians with physicists apparently compre-
hending that, their lack of deep understanding of the mathemati-
cal origins of the conservation laws has prevented them from dra-
wing the only correct conclusion oa these laws being absent in
GRT. The aforementioned works of Einstein and Klein have created
an illusory belief in the conservation laws being present in GRT,
which survived till nowadays. The apparatus of the Riemannian geo-
metry, due to its being beautiful and refined has fascinated the



physicists dealing with gravitation to such an extent that it

has led them away from the physical reality almost entirely* At-

taching a physical sense to mathematical constructions without

applying physical ideas is rather a dubious, though widely spread

even nowadays» business*

So, acceptance of GRT concept leads to rejection of the funda-

mental physical principles underlying the foundations of physics*

Firstly, it is rejection of the energy-momentum and angular momen-

tum conservation laws for the matter and gravitational field taken

together and, secondly, rejection of the representation of the gra-

vitational field as the classical field of the Faraday-Maxwell

type possessing the energy-momentum density* This remains to be

unclear for many physicists dealing with GRT even now, while others

are prone to regard rejection of the conservation laws as a grea-

test achievement of the theory which overthrew such a notion as

energy* Yet, neither macro- nor microcosm has at least one experi-

mental fact questioning directly or indirectly the validity of

the conservation laws for matter* That is why it would be too flip-

pantly if we would reject these laws without proper experimental

grounds for that* A theory possessing no conservation laws cannot

be satisfactory* Renunoiation of GRT has been motivated by both

logic of phyeical representations and experimental facts* Doing

justice to this theory which has been a certain stage in studying

gravitation we proceed to the -/nstruction of the theory of gravi-

tation on the basis of the fundamental conservation laws.

3. RELATI7ISTIC THEORY OF GRAVITATION

We assume the following physical requirements as a basis for

the Relativistic Theory of Gravitation'8' (RTG) which completed

the development of ideas expounded in''':

I* The energy-momentum and angular momentum conservation laws

for the matter and gravitational field taken together should be

fulfilled rigorously* We regard the matter to have all its forms

(electromagnetic field included) except for the gravitational one*

The conservation laws reflect the general dynamic properties of

the matter and make it possible to introduce general characteris-

tics for all its forms* The general dynamic properties of the mat-

ter determined by the conservation laws are reflected in the atruc-

8



ture of the space-time geometry which necessarily proves to be

pseudo-Euclidean one (the b'inkowski space). 3o, the geometry is

not specified by an agreement, as Poincare thought so, but is de-

termined uniquely by the general dynamic properties of the matter,

i.e., by the conservation laws» Therefore, physical geometry does

not exist in itself. The Minkowski space possesses four-parameter

translation group and six-parameter rotation group. Such a system

of space-time reflects the dynamic properties of the matter, i.e.»

its conservation laws. This concept discriminates crucially RTG

from GRT and takes us completely out the maze of the Riemannian

geometry.

II. The gravitational field is described by the symmetric ten-

sor and is a true physical field possessing the energy-momentum

density. If this field is compared with particles, they should

have a zero rest mass. In this case, the real and virtual quanta

of the gravitational field have spin states 2 and 0.

This concept revives the physical reality of the gravitational

field because it cannot be annihilated even locally by choosing

the reference system and, consequently, there is no equivalence

(even local) between the gravitational field and inertia forces.

This physical requirement discriminates crucially RTG from GRT.

In items I and II, we have introduced into gravitation the fun-

damental energy-momentum and angular momentum conservation laws

and also the gravitational field of the Faraday-Maxwell type pos-

sessing the energy-momentum density.

Einstein in his GRT identified gravitation with the metric

tensor of the Riemannian space. This was the very way which led

to rejection of the gravitational field as a physical one and also

to lose of the fundamental conservation laws. That is why we should

refute completely this statement of Einstein.

III. Proceeding from the Minkowski space and notion of the phy-

sical gravitational field let us formulate the principle of geo-

metrization whose essence lies in the fact that the gravitational

field - matter interaction, due to its being universal, is descri-

bed by joining the gravitational field tensor to the metric one

of the Minkowski space. This can always be realized because which-

ever form of the matter we choose, the metric tensor of the Min-

kowski space will be contained in its initial physical equations.



There oan be no other alternative since all the physical proces-
ses take place in space and time* This gravitational interaction
being universal, there automatically arises the effective Rieman-
nian space having* literally speaking, the dynamic field origin.
In accordance with the principle of geometrizatlon, motion of the
matter due to the gravitational field in the Minkowakl space Is
identical to its motion in the effective Riemannian space* When
discussing the structure of geometry, Einstein «rote in 1921t
"... the question on whether this continuum has the Euclidean,Rie-
mannian or any other structure is the physical question to be ans-
wered with the help of an experiment rather than the matter of
agreement on a choice proceeding from mere expedience". From the
fundamental viewpoint, this assertion of Einstein is absolutely
correct. However, the heart of the matter appears to be hidden
much deeper. The main purpose is to comprehend which physical pro-
perties of the matter determine geometry* Really, if physical geo-
metry has to be determined by studying the propagation of light
and motion of test bodies we may assume that we have established
the Riemannian structure of the geometry this way. Does this mean
that we should use this geometry as a basis of the theory? Ho, it
does not since with this theory accepted, we would be straight-
forwardly deprived of the fundamental energyHnomentum and angular
momentum conservation laws because it does not have the group of
space-time motions. It has just been the case with GRT. So, even
on discovering the Riemannian geometry experimentally one should
not hastily draw a conclusion on the structure of the geometry
which must be used as the basis of the theory but first find out
whether this notion is really the initial or secondary one* In
doing so, it is necessary to proceed from the general dynamic pro-
perties of the matter, i.e. its conservation laws which are the
very guidelines paving the ways of constructing a physical theory*

So, the most general properties of the matter rather than par*1

.ticular physical manifestations of its motion determine the struc-
ture of the physical geometry which lay the basis of the theory*
In our theory, RTG, the physical geometry is determined not from
studying the propagation of light and motion of test bodies but
from the general dynamic properties of the matter, i.e. from its
conservation laws which, apart from having the fundamental signi-

10



ficance, are verified experimentally. In this case, the propaga-

tion of light and motion of test bodies are due to the gravitatio-

nal field merely acting on the matter in the Minkowski space.That

is why the Minkowski space and gravitational field are the initi-

al primary notions while the effective Riemannian space is a se-

condary one developed due to the gravitational field and its ac-

tion on the matter being universal» Separation of the inertia and

gravitional field forces is inherent in the essence of the prin-

ciple of geometrization. But this separation can physically be

realised only if the metric tensor of the Minkowski space is exp-

licitly contained in the equations for the gravitational field*

As easily and directly seen from the Hilbert-Einstein equations,

such a separation is absolutely impossible in GRT. The principle

of geometrisation, on the one hand, excludes completely Einstein's

idea on identification of gravitation with the metric tensor of

the Riemannian space and, on the other hand, develops his idea

of the Riemannian geometry.

If space-time is determined completely by the second-rank met-

ric tensor, the matter is characterised by its own energy-momen-

tum tensor* For each form of the matter, it has a specific form.

The complete energy-momentum tensor of the matter and gravitatio-

nal field in the Minkowski space is a conserving one* Gravitation

having the universal nature, it is this tensor which should be

the source of the gravitational field in RTG. The complete sys-

tem of equations for the Relativistic Theory of Gravitation can

formally be obtained from Maxwell's equations for electrodynamics

if the vector electromagnetic field l.h.s. of the equations is

replaced by the tensor gravitational field and the conserving

electromagnetic current is replaced by the energy-momentum ten-

sor density of the whole matter* This conclusion is, of course,

an heuristic method and can in no way be claimed to be rigoro-

us* Still, consideration of it in detail on the basis of the above

principles of RTG together with the local gauge invariance leads

to this very system of gravitational equations* The whole system

has fourteen equations, four of them determining the structure

of the gravitational field possessing spins 2 and 0* The system

is generally oovariant containing explicitly the metric tensor

of the Minkowski space. It means that this space finds its phy-

11



sioal manifestation not only in the conservation laws but
also in the description of physical phenomena . In our
theory, al l the coordinates are functions of the coordi-
nates of the Minkowski space. Solving the system of field
equations we shall establish the dependence of the metric tensor
of the effective Riemannian space on both the coordinates of the
Minkowski space and gravitational constant G. The proper time co-
unted with a clock moving together with the matter appears to be
dependent on these coordinates and G. So, running of the proper
time depends on the gravitational field nature*

With the Minkowski space available and explicit presence of
i ts metric tensor in the field equations, this makes i t possible
to separate the inertia forces from the gravitational field and
to find always i ts effect on these or those physical processes*
On the other hand, a l l the field variables can be written in the
unique coordinates for the whole space-time* For example* such
coordinates can be Galilean or Cartesian* As to GRT, i t i s depri-
ved of a l l the points listed above because the notion of the global
Cartesian coordinates i s not inherent in the Riemannian geometry*
There arises the following question: what i s left in GRT and what
is transferred into RTG? The system of ten field equations of RTG
having the field tensor of the matter energy-momentum as the so-
urce does not coincide with the Hilbert-Einstein equations* Only
with our four equations fulfil led, which determine the structure
of the gravitational field, these equations coincide with our
other system of ten equations, the only basic difference being
the fact that their field components are functions of the Minkow-
ski coordinates* It i s impossible to write the Hilbert-Einstein
equations in the Minkoweki coordinate system, simultaneously re-
maining within the frames of GRT because there i s not such a noti-
on in the Riemannian geometry on which GRT is based* Furthermore,
Einstein*s idea on the Riemannian geometry has indirectly found

*'Unique and deep connection between the experimentally verified conservation law*
and the structure of the Minkowskl apace pointa to a possibility to observe i t physi-
cally. Even eminent epecialiata in GOT are known to fal l to comprehend this connecti-
on. For example, academician Zel'dovich aa far back as 1967 brought an erroneous sta-
tement in hie book on an impossibility to observe the Minkowski space. This error of
hie appeared later in hie work (UFM, v. 149, V 4, August 1986).

In RTG, the metric tensor of the Minkowski space i s contained in the equations of
field explicitly. Therefore i t manlfaata i t se l f both In the conservation laws and in
the description of physical phenomena. As to the experiments on the propagation of
light signals and motion of test bodies, these yield information just on the effective
Riemannian apace «rising, according to the principle of geometrisatior., due to the
gravitational field acting on the body. In GRT, the conservation laws are absolutely
impossible and i t therefore oannot contain the notion of the Hinkowakl apace.

12



its manifestation in the principle of geometrisation determining

the nature of the gravitational field matter interaction*

Based on the physical concepts of RTG and principle of local

gauge invariance, the following system of generally covariant

equations of RTG for the matter and gravitational field can be

*

«0.

s

obtained*':

Г \ ^ - 1 6 * / , D
/
,g

/
 «0.

Here Ъ*
1
 is the tensor density of the energy-momentum of the whole

matter in the Minkowski space, fy is the covariant derivative ta-

ken with respect to the Minkowski metric and the quantity

is, according to the principle of geometrization, equal to

where <fr is the tensor gravitational field»

The generally covariant equations RTG, judging from the first

sight, look very much like maxwell's equations for electrodyna-

mics:

0.
In electrodynamics, the electromagnetic field is vector and

i t s source i s the conserving electromagnetic current*
In RTG, the gravitational field i s tensor and i t s source la

the conserving tensor density of the energy-momentum of the whole
matter in the Hinkowski space*

Even for a free gravitational field the equation i s nonlinear
because the field i t se l f i s , in this case, the source* The gravi-
tational energy, as well as other forms of energy, i s an equally
important component of the field source* Note that some aspects
of the gravitation theory, with the metric tensor of the Hinkowski
space applied, have been treated in works'9'. But even those aut-
hors who once were on the right way did not realise that and chose
another alternative to construct the gravitation theory which did
not yield anything definite*

*'*ota that In RTG both the flrat and aeoond ayetema of equation* contain expli-
c i t ly the metric tenaor of the Mlnkowaki apaoe. Aa seen from the work (ОТ», 1986, т.
149, > 4), academician Zel'dorloh failed to notice that thla tenaor ie cancelled out
exactly. Therefore i t la impoeaible to formulate the theory in the Minkowaki apace
aimultaneoualy remaining in the frame* of GRT and, oonaequently, to introduce the
energy-momentum tenaor of the gravitational field. All the reaaoninga on thla eubjeot
presented in thia work пате neither phyaical nor mathematical aenae. The atatement
of Ya.B.Zel'dovleh to the effect that GRT can be formulated in the Minkomakl apace
la fallacloua beoauae thla theory doea not and cannot пате the energy-momentum and
angular momentum conservation law*.

13



4. PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCE OP RTG

Let us now dwell on some physical consequences of R^G. As well

known, for the Friedmann homogeneous and isotropic Universe,there

may be, according to CRT, three types of Universes. One of then

is closed and has a finite size* What is the present matter den-

sity in the Universe? GRT cannot at all answer this question. Ac-

cording to RTG, the Friedmann homogeneous and isotropic Universe

is infinite and just "flat". It was termed so because its three-

dimensional geometry is Euclidean. This suggests that the energy

density of the matter in the Universe should be exactly equal to

the critical density determined from the measurement of the Hub-

ble constant. RTG predicts that there should exist in the Universe

the "hidden mass" whose energy density is about 40 times as large

as the presently observed energy density of the matter. Another

important consequence of RTG is the statement that the total ener-

gy density of the matter and gravitational field in the Universe

should be zero.

As we see, the predictions of RTG for the evolution of the

homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann Universe differ essentially

from the conclusion of GRT.

As it further follows from GRT, massive objects whose mass

is more than three times as large as that of the Sun are compres-

sed due to gravitational forces infinitely within a finite inter-

val of the proper time and their density reaches an infinite value.

Such a process of star evolution is termed gravitational collapse.

The objects of this type have been called "black holes11.They have

no material surface and therefore a body falling into a black

hole and crossing its boundaries will encounter nothing except

for an empty space» Even light cannot escape the interior of such

a black hole through its boundaries. J.Wheeler considered gravita-

tional collapse and the singularity developing therewith as "a

biggest crisis of all the times" for fundamental physics* Every-

body who has grasped the essense of GRT will agree with that«The

Relativistic Theory of Gravitation modifies the nature of gravi-

tational collapse crucially leading to gravitational retardation

of time.Owing to it,a massive body is compressed in a co-moving

reference system within a finite proper time with,what is the most

important point, the matter density remaining finite and not
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exceeding 10 g/сш , while object brightness decreases exponen-

tially and is "getting dark". But, as differed from "black holes",

it always has a material surface* Such objects, providing they do

appear,have a complicated structure. No gravitational selfclosure

takes place in this case and,therefore,the matter does not escape

our space» In RTG, the proper time for a test body to fall freely

depends both on the Minkowski space coordinates and the gravita-

tional constant G. Consequently, the running of the proper time

is determined by the gravitational field nature. Just this cir-

cumstance is the reason for the proper time of a falling test body

to retard infinitely, «hen approaching the Schwarzscild radius*

Thus, no objects, i.e., "black holes", whatsoever having no mate-

rial surface in which disastrously strong contraction of the mat-

ter up to an infinite density takes place can exist in the nature.

This can be established with the help of a spherically symmetric

nonstationary problem for dust when the pressure is assumed to be

zero* The proper time interval dr for a body to fall is connected

with the time interval dt of the Minkowski space by the formula

d r f

p +GM

where f is a radial variable in the Minkowski space*

As directly seen from the above formula, when j» approaches the

value equal to that of GM, the differential of the proper time dtr

vanishes* This means that all the physical processes taking place

in the falling body decelerate infinitely. Consequently, accor-

ding to RTG, there are no existing either static or nonstatic sphe-

rically symmetric bodies whose radius is lees than or equal to GM.

This means that there can be no holes in space-time* All of it

distinguishes significantly the predictions of RTG from those of

GRT. Massive objects, when their pressure is nonzero, will defi-

nitely contract less intensely because the pressure prevents them

from gravitational attraction* The evolution of real objects re-

quires a :nore detailed study involving the equation of the state

of the matter arid is a very interesting problem.

RTG explains the whole available set of observational and

experimental data on gravitational effects in the solar system*

The detailed analysis carried out in work'
10
' shows that the GRT

predictions for these effects are nonunique. As seen, for one «f-
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fects arbitrariness arises in the first-order terms of the gra-

vitational constant GM and for others it arises in second-order

ones. What is the reason of nonuniqueness? In GRT, in order to

define the metric of the Riemannian space in any coordinates it

is necessary to specify so-called coordinate conditions which

are rather arbitrary and always nonccvariant, i.e. they always

refer to the specifically chosen coordinate system* Depending upon

the form of these conditions we shall necessarily obtain, in the

general case, various metric tensors in the same coordinates» Ho-

wever, thase will also yield various geodesies in the same coor-

dinates implying that the GRT predictions for the propagation of

light and motion of test bodies will differ as well*

It should be noted that Weil and Lorentz showed that with the

known equations for all time-like and all isotropic geodesic li-

nes in any coordinate system, the metric tensor of space-tine is

determined in it to an accuracy of a constant factor. Putting it

in terms of physics, one may establish eacperlmen tally the struc-

ture of the space-time geometry by studying the propagation of

light and motion of test particles* According to this theorem,

different metric tensors lead in the specified coordinate system

to different predictions on the propagation of light and motion

of test bodies*

Consider a gedanken experiment clearly demonstrating the non-

uniqueness of the GRT predictions* Let in the inertial reference

system two test bodies separated at some distance be fixed at

points A and В and at point 0, very close to the line AB but ap-

proximately equidistant from A and B, there is a "needle" on which

a massive (small-sized) body M can be fitted* Using this "setup"

let us carry out two experiments* First, swinging the body M away

from the "setup" to a distance much longer than AB (to infinity),

determine the time for a light signal to propagate from A to В

and back* Then after returning the body and "fitting" it on the

"needle", repeat the measurements* With the body M present, the

quantity t
0
 will be replaced by t and their difference will just

yield the gravitational retardation time, t-t
0
"д t* The retarda-

tion develops because of M acting on the propagation of a light

signal* If, in the second experiment, the propagation time t is

calculated applying, for example, harmonic or Schwarzschild so-
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lutions in the same coordinates and then t0 is subtracted from the
obtained result, the retardation times will appear to be diffe-
rent ' for these different solutions found in the same coordinates*
This means that GRT does not present a definite prediction for this
experiment»

Now let us go over to the discussion of gravitational radiation.
When studying gravitational waves'11' Einstein wrote: "One could
assume that it is always possible to make zero all the energy com-
ponents of the gravitational field with an appropriate choice of
a reference system* It would be very much interesting to do so,
but, as can easily be shown, this, generally speaking, is not the
case". Einstein, following his principle of equivalence-completely,
expected all the "energy components of the gravitational field1'
to turn to zero and,therefore, considered his result extremely in-
teresting* However, he failed to establish that. Recently it has
been shown in work' 2' that gravitational radiation, as it is de-
fined by Einstein in GRT, can really be annihilated with a choice
of an admissible reference system* This is the very result Einste-
in considered to be very interesting* It suggests that the last
phrase of Einstein's statement is erroneous* Really, if radiation
can be annihilated, simultaneously remaining within the frames of
GRT, this suggests that Einstein's formula for the quadrupole gra-
vitational radiation does not follow from his theory. Einstein's
reasonings were governed by his intuition for physics rather than
by logic of his theory* This intuition helped him to obtain the
correct formula for radiation but it did not allow him to reveal
the essense of GRT. In GRT, the gravitational field is a physical
one and it cannot be annihilated with a choice of a reference frame
even locally. That is why Einstein's formula is a consequence of
the Relativistic Theory of Gravitation*

So, the Relativistic Theory of Gravitation explaining the whole
set of observational and experimental data on gravitation and yiel-
ding new prediction about the evolution of the Priedmann Universe

'The nonuniqueness of the solutions to the Hilbert-Einetein equations in th»
same coordinates has, putting it mildly, escaped the attention of academician Zel'-
dovich and, therefore, his statement about the uniqueness of the deseription of phe-
nomena and events he presented in the work (UPN, 1986. v. 149, N 4) is erroneous.
We have touched upon in the present note only the basic points of Zel'dovioh's
article. His article also contains other fallacious statements which are the mat-
ter of a special talk.
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and about gravitational collapse has been constructed uniquely pro-

ceeding from the conservation laws and representations of the gra-

vitational field as a physical one possessing energy-momentum den-

sity and also from the principles of geometrization and local gauge

invariance.
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